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THE CANONICAL JOIN COMPLEX FOR BICLOSED SETS
ALEXANDER CLIFTON, PETER DILLERY, AND ALEXANDER GARVER
Abstract. The canonical join complex of a semidistributive lattice is a simplicial complex
whose faces are canonical join representations of elements of the semidistributive lattice. We give
a combinatorial classification of the faces of the canonical join complex of the lattice of biclosed
sets of segments supported by a tree, as introduced by the third author and McConville. We
also use our classification to describe the elements of the shard intersection order of the lattice
of biclosed sets. As a consequence, we prove that this shard intersection order is a lattice.
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1. Introduction
In [9], McConville introduced a lattice of biclosed sets as a tool for studying the lattice
structure of Grid-Tamari orders. The class of these lattices of biclosed sets includes the weak order
on permutations. As the weak order on permutations appears in many mathematical contexts,
including (and certainly not limited to) geometric combinatorics [12] [8] and representation theory
of preprojective algebras [10, 14], it is natural to study the lattice-theoretic aspects of biclosed
sets.
In subsequent work by McConville and the third author [4] [5] [6], biclosed sets were used to
understand the lattice structure and other lattice-theoretic questions about Grid-Tamari orders
and oriented flip graphs. Futhermore, in [5] [6], the authors describe the lattice-theoretic shard
intersection order, in the sense of [7], of the Grid-Tamari order and of oriented flip graphs. The
goal of this paper is to gain a combinatorial description of this lattice-theoretic shard intersection
order of the lattice of biclosed sets appearing in [5].
To understand this shard intersection order, it is very useful to understand the canonical
join complex of the lattice of biclosed sets. The canonical join complex is defined for any
semidistributive lattice L. The lattices of biclosed sets that we consider in this paper are all
congruence-uniform, which implies that they are semidistributive. The canonical join complex
is the simplicial complex whose faces are canonical join representations of elements of L. The
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shard intersection order of L, denoted ΨpLq, is an alternative partial order on the elements of L
that is constructed using the data of canonical join representations of elements of L. We remark
that if L is not congruence-uniform, then ΨpLq may not be partially ordered.
Our approach is to, first, describe the join-irreducible biclosed sets (see Proposition 3.7). After
that, we use this description to classify the faces of the canonical join complex of biclosed sets
(see Theorem 4.1). We are then in a position describe the elements of the shard intersection order
(see Theorem 5.1) and the lattice structure of the shard intersection order (see Theorem 5.13).
In particular, we prove that the shard intersection order of biclosed sets is a lattice.
The paper is organized as follows. We remind the reader of the lattice theory that we will use
throughout the paper in Section 2.1. We describe the lattices of biclosed sets we will work with
in Section 2.2. In Section 3, we construct a special labeling of the covering relations in lattices of
biclosed sets and use this labeling to index the join-irreducible and meet-irreducible biclosed sets.
We then describe the faces of the canonical join complex of biclosed sets in Section 4. Lastly, we
study shard intersection order of biclosed sets in Section 5.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Lattices. Let pL,ďLq be a finite lattice. For x, y P L, if x ă y and there does not exist
z P L such that x ă z ă y, we write x Ì y. Let CovpLq :“ tpx, yq P L2 | x Ì yu be the set
of covering relations of L. We let 0ˆ, 1ˆ P L denote the unique minimal and unique maximal
elements of L, respectively.
A set map λ : CovpLq Ñ Q, where pQ,ďQq is some poset is called an edge labeling. We
review the concepts of join- and meet-irreducibility in order to discuss an important type of
labeling.
We say that an element j P L is join-irreducible if j ‰ 0ˆ and whenever j “ x _ y, either
j “ x or j “ y holds. Meet-irreducible elements m P L are defined dually. We denote the
subset of join-irreducible (resp., meet-irreducible) elements by JIpLq (resp., MIpLq). For j (resp.,
m) in JIpLq (resp., MIpLq), we let j˚ (resp., m˚) denote the unique element of L covered by
(resp., that covers) j (resp., m).
For A Ď L, the expression ŽA :“ ŽaPA a is irredundant if there does not exist a proper
subset A1 Ĺ A such that ŽA1 “ ŽA. Given A,B Ď JIpLq such that ŽA and ŽB are
irredundant and
Ž
A “ ŽB, we set A ĺ B if for a P A there exists b P B with a ď b. In this
situation, we say that
Ž
A is a refinement of
Ž
B. If x P L and A Ď JIpLq such that x “ŽA
is irredundant, we say
Ž
A is a canonical join representation of x if A ĺ B for any other
irrendundant join representation x “ ŽB, B Ď JIpLq. Dually, one defines canonical meet
representations.
We define the canonical join complex of L, denoted ∆CJpLq, to be the abstract simplicial
complex whose vertex set is JIpLq and whose faces are sets of join-irreducibles whose join is a
canonical join representation of some element of L.
Now we assume that L is a semidistributive lattice. This means that for any three elements
x, y, z P L, the following properties hold:
‚ if x^ z “ y ^ z, then px_ yq ^ z “ x^ z, and
‚ if x_ z “ y _ z, then px^ yq _ z “ x_ z.
It is known that a lattice L is semidistributive if and only if each element of L has a canonical
join representation and a canonical meet representation [3, Theorem 2.24]. In this case, there is
a canonical bijection LÑ ∆CJpLq sending x ÞÑ A where ŽA is the canonical join representation
of x.
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With these notions in hand, we arrive at the notions of CN- and CU-labeling, the latter of
which plays a prominent role in this paper.
Definition 2.1. A labeling λ : CovpLq Ñ Q is a CN-labeling if L and its dual L˚ satisfy the
following: given x, y, z P L with pz, xq, pz, yq P CovpLq and maximal chains C1 and C2 in rz, x_ys
with x P C1 and y P C2,
(CN1) the elements x1 P C1, y1 P C2 such that px1, x_ yq, py1, x_ yq P CovpLq satisfy
λpx1, x_ yq “ λpz, yq, λpy1, x_ yq “ λpz, xq;
(CN2) if pu, vq P CovpC1q with z ă u, v ă x_ y, then λpz, xq, λpz, yq ăQ λpu, vq;
(CN3) the labels on CovpC1q are pairwise distinct.
We say that λ is a CU-labeling if, in addition, it satisfies
(CU1) λpj˚, jq ‰ λpj 1˚ , j1q for j, j1 P JIpLq, j ‰ j1, and
(CU2) λpm,m˚q ‰ λpm,m1˚q for m,m1 P MIpLq, m ‰ m1.
If L admits a CU-labeling, it is said to be congruence-uniform.
Remark 2.2. For completeness, we include the more standard definition of a congruence-uniform
lattice.
Given px, yq P CovpLq, we let conpx, yq denote the most refined lattice congruence for which
x ” y. Such congruences are join-irreducible elements of the lattice of lattice congruences of
L, denoted ConpLq. When L is a finite lattice, the join-irreducibles (resp., meet-irreducibles) of
ConpLq are the congruences of the form conpj˚, jq (resp., conpm,m˚q). We thus obtain surjections
JIpLq Ñ JIpConpLqq MIpLq Ñ MIpConpLqq
j ÞÑ conpj˚, jq m ÞÑ conpm,m˚q.
If these maps are bijections, we say that L is congruence-uniform. It follows from [5, Propo-
sition 2.5] that this definition and the one given in Definition 2.1 are equivalent.
We conclude this section by mentioning some general properties of CU-labelings and the defini-
tion of the lattice-theoretic shard intersection order of L. Given a edge labeling λ : CovpLq Ñ Q,
one defines
λÓpxq :“ tλpy, xq : y Ì xu, λÒpxq :“ tλpx, zq : x Ì zu.
Lemma 2.3. [5, Lemma 2.6] Let L be a congruence-uniform lattice with CU-labeling λ :
CovpLq Ñ P . For any s P P , there is a unique join-irreducible j P JIpLq (resp., meet-irreducible
m P MIpLq) such that λpj˚, jq “ s (resp., λpm,m˚q “ s). Moreover, this join-irreducible j (resp.,
meet-irreducible m) is the minimal (resp., maximal) element of L such that s P λÓpjq (resp.,
s P λÒpmq).
Later, in Propositions 3.7 and 3.8, we use Lemma 2.3 to characterize join- and meet-irreducible
elements of BicpT q, the lattice of biclosed sets defined in the next section.
One can also use CU-labelings to determine canonical join representations and canonical meet
representations of elements of a congruence-uniform lattice. We state this precisely as follows.
Lemma 2.4. [5, Proposition 2.9] Let L be a congruence-uniform lattice with CU-labeling λ. For
any x P L, the canonical join representation of x is ŽD, whereD “ tj P JIpLq : λpj˚, jq P λÓpxqu.
Dually, for any x P L, the canonical meet representation of x is ŹU , where U “ tm P MIpLq :
λpm,m˚q P λÒpxqu.
Given a lattice L with a CU-labeling, one can define a new partial order on the elements of L
known as the shard intersection order of L. Reading introduced this concept in [7].
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Figure 1. Acyclic paths r1, 3s, r5, 4s, and r7, 10s are segments, but acyclic path
r4, 10s is not.
Definition 2.5. Let L be a congruence-uniform lattice with CU-labeling λ : CovpLq Ñ P .
Let x P L and let y1, . . . yk be the elements of L satisfying pyi, xq P CovpLq. We denote the
set tλpyi, xqu by λÓpxq. Define the shard intersection order of L, denoted ΨpLq, to be the
collection of sets of the form
ψpxq :“ tλpw, zq |
kľ
i
yi ď w ă z ď x, pw, zq P CovpLqu
partially ordered by inclusion. At times, we may refer to the interval rŹki yi, xs as a facial
interval.
Remark 2.6. The shard intersection order was originally defined by Reading in [13] when
L “ PospA, Bq is the poset of regions of a simplicial hyperplane arrangement A with base region
B. If, in addtion, L is congruence-uniform, it follows from [7, Proposition 9-7.13] that these two
definitions of the shard intersection order produce the same partial order.
2.2. Biclosed sets. A tree is a finite connected acyclic graph. The degree-one vertices of a tree
are called leaves. We can always embed a tree T into the disk D2 so that exactly the leaves
lie on the boundary. Unless stated otherwise, a tree is assumed to be equipped with such an
embedding. Non-leaf vertices of T are thus in the interior of D2, and we call these interior
vertices. We also assume that the interior vertices of T have degree at least 3.
An acyclic path is a sequence of pairwise distinct vertices pvi1 , . . . , vinq of T such that there
is an edge connecting vij and vij`1 for all 1 ď j ď n ´ 1. Since an acyclic path is uniquely
determined by its endpoints, we can denote the path pvi1 , . . . , vinq by rvi1 , vins.
Observe that the embedding of T in D2 determines are cyclic ordering of the edges of T that
are incident to a given vertex. An acyclic path pvi1 , . . . , vinq is called a segment if, for each
1 ď j ď n ´ 2, rvij`1 , vij`2s is immediately clockwise or counterclockwise from rvij , vij`1s with
respect to the cyclic ordering on the edges incident to vij`1 . The set of all segments supported
by a tree T is denoted by SegpT q. Figure 1 shows some examples and non-examples of segments.
Given two segments s1 “ pvi1 , vi2 , . . . , vikq, s2 “ pvik , vik`1 , . . . , vinq P SegpT q that share an
endpoint vik but differ at all other vertices, we define their composition to be the acyclic
path s1 ˝ s2 :“ pvi1 , . . . , vik , . . . , vinq. We say that two segments s1 and s2 are composable if
s1 ˝ s2 P SegpT q. A subset B Ă SegpT q is closed if for all composable s1, s2 P B, s1 ˝ s2 P B. B is
biclosed if both B and its complement, Bc :“ SegpT qzB, are closed. We will also often say that
B is coclosed when Bc is closed. Additionally, if B Ă SegpT q, we define B to be the smallest
closed set containing B.
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The poset structure of BicpT q is studied in [5], where the following result is proved:
Theorem 2.7. [5, Theorem 4.1] The poset BicpT q is a semidistributive, congruence-uniform,
and polygonal lattice. Moreover, the BicpT q has the following properties:
(1) for anyX, Y P BicpT q, ifX Ĺ Y , then there is a segment y P Y such thatX\tyu P BicpT q;
(2) for any W,X, Y P BicpT q with W ď X X Y , the set W Y pX Y Y qzW is biclosed;
(3) the edge-labeling λ : CovpBicpT qq Ñ SegpT q defined by λpX, Y q “ s if Y zX “ tsu is a
CN-labeling.
Remark 2.8. Theorem 2.7 implies that the map p´qc : BicpT q Ñ BicpT q, B ÞÑ Bc, gives rise to
a bijection JIpBicpT qq Ñ MIpBicpT qq.
We frequently use the following lemma. It follows from property (2) in Theorem 2.7 with
X “ B1, Y “ B2, and W “ H.
Lemma 2.9. For any B1, B2 P BicpT q, we have B1 _B2 “ B1 YB2.
We use the next lemma to calculate facial intervals in BicpT q (see Lemma 5.3).
Lemma 2.10. For B1, B2 P BicpT q, one has B1 ^B2 “ pBc1 _Bc2qc.
Proof. Let s P B1 ^ B2. It follows that s P B1 X B2. Now s R Bc1 Y Bc2 Ă Bc1 _Bc2. This implies
that s P pBc1 _Bc2qc.
To prove the opposite inclusion, observe that
B1 ^B2 “
ł
B P BicpT q
B Ă B1, B Ă B2
B.
Now notice that if s P pBc1 _ Bc2qc, then s R Bc1 and s R Bc2. This implies that s P B1 and
s P B2. Thus pBc1 _ Bc2qc Ă B1 and pBc1 _ Bc2qc Ă B2. Since pBc1 _ Bc2qc P BicpT q, it follows
that pBc1 _Bc2qc is a joinand in the join representation of B1 ^B2 shown above. We obtain thatpBc1 _Bc2qc Ă B1 ^B2. 
Example 2.11. Let T be the tree shown in Figure 2 with the indicated labeling of the interior
vertices. Define a map that sends a segment s to pi, jq P N2 with i ă j where i and j are the
vertex labels of the endpoints of s. This induces a map on biclosed sets that sends each biclosed
set to the inversion set of a permutation in Sn. Moreover, it induces a poset isomorphism
BicpT q Ñ WeakpSnq where the latter denotes the weak order on permutations.
Additionally, it follows from [7, Theorem 10-3.1] that WeakpSnq is isomorphic to PospA, Bq
where A is Coxeter arrangement of Sn and B is the region of the Coxeter arragement containing
the identity permutation. Now it follows from Remark 2.6 that the class of lattices of the form
ΨpBicpT qq includes the shard intersection orders of type A Coxeter arrangements.
Using the following lemma, one obtains an explicit description of the facial intervals of BicpT q.
One can find a proof of the following lemma, in [6, Lemma 4.14].
Lemma 2.12. Given B,Bzts1u, . . . , Bztsku P BicpT q, we have that Źki“1Bi “ Bzts1, . . . , sku.
3. A CU-labeling of BicpT q
In [5], the authors prove that BicpT q is congruence-uniform, and thus it admits a CU-labeling.
In this section, we explicitly construct such a labeling.
We say a segment s P SegpT q is a split of a segment t if s is a proper subsegment of t, and
s and t share an endpoint. A break of a segment ra, cs is a pair of splits of ra, cs, denoted
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Figure 2. A tree whose biclosed sets are identified with permutations in Sn.
s1
s2
s3 s1∅ s
2
∅ s
3
∅
(s1 ◦ s2){s1} (s1 ◦ s2){s2} (s2 ◦ s3){s3}(s2 ◦ s3){s2}
Figure 3. A tree T and the corresponding poset of labels ST . The shortest
segments of T are labeled s1, s2, and s3.
tra, bs, rb, csu, for some vertex b of segment ra, cs lying between a and c. We say that b is the
faultline of the break tra, bs, rb, csu.
Define a poset ST whose elements are of the form ps, ts1, s2, . . . , smuq P SegpT q ˆ 2SegpT q with
the following properties:
‚ s “ pv0, v1, . . . , vm`1q has m breaks,
‚ each si is a split of s, and
‚ two distinct splits si and sj do not appear in the same break of s.
We will typically denote ps, ts1, s2, . . . , smuq P ST by sD “ sts1,s2,...,smu. The elements of ST are
partially ordered as follows: given sts1,s2,...,sku, s
1
tt1,t2,...,tlu P ST , one has s1tt1,t2,...,tlu ď sts1,s2,...,sku if
s1 is a proper subsegment of s. At times, we will also write s1 Ď s (resp., s1 Ę s) to indicate that
s1 is a subsegment (resp., is not a subsegment) of s. We will refer to elements of ST as labels.
Example 3.1. Let T be the tree shown in Figure 3. In this same figure, we show the poset of
labels ST of the covering relations of BicpT q.
Definition 3.2. Define a map rλ : CovpBicpT qq Ñ ST by rλpB,B \ tsuq “ sts1,s2,...,sku where
s1, s2, . . . , sk are the splits of s which are contained in B. It is clear that rλ is an edge-labeling of
BicpT q. If we let λ : CovpBicpT qq Ñ SegpT q denote the first coordinate function of rλ, we have
that λ is the CN-labeling of BicpT q from Theorem 2.7 (3).
Example 3.3. Let B denote the biclosed set shown in Figure 4. One checks thatrλpBztr9, 8su, Bq “ r9, 8str9,2s,r9,4s,r6,8s,r3,8s,r7,8su.
Theorem 3.4. The edge-labeling rλ : CovpBicpT qq Ñ ST is a CU-labeling of BicpT q.
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Figure 4. The join irreducible biclosed set Jpr9, 8str9,2s,r9,4s,r6,8s,r3,8s,r7,8suq where the
tree shown here is the same tree from Figure 1.
Proof of Theorem 3.4. We first verify axioms (CN1), (CN2), and (CN3). Note that it is enough
verify these axioms for BicpT q since BicpT q is self-dual.
Let B1, B2 P BicpT q and assume that they both cover some biclosed set B. By Theorem 2.7,
there exists s, t P SegpT q such that B1 “ B \ tsu and B2 “ B \ ttu. The interval rB,B1 _ B2s
has one of the two forms shown in Figure 5 where the left (resp., right) figure occurs when s and
t are not composable (resp., when s and t are composable). One deduces axioms (CN1), (CN2),
and (CN3) from Figure 5.
We now verify axioms (CU1) and (CU2).
(CU2): Consider two meet-irreducibles M1,M2 P JIpBicpT qq which are covered by M1˚ and
M2˚ , respectively. Assume for the sake of contradiction that
rλpM1,M1˚ q “ rλpM2,M2˚ q, and denote
this label by sD. Thus M1˚ “ M1 \ tsu and M2˚ “ M2 \ tsu. Note that s P M1 _M2 so there
exists s1, . . . , sk P M1 YM2 such that s “ s1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ sk. Without loss of generality, assume that
s1 PM1, and that si PM2 if si´1 PM1 and si PM1 if si´1 PM2 for each i “ 1, . . . , k.
Next, since rλpM1,M1˚ q “ rλpM2,M2˚ q, sets M1 and M2 both contain the same split s1 or s2
from a given break ts1, s2u. We know that s1 is a split of s so s1 P M1 XM2. Since s2 P M2, we
know s1 ˝ s2 PM2. Now s1 ˝ s2 is a split of s so it follows that s1 ˝ s2 PM1 XM2. By continuing
this argument, we obtain that s PM1, a contradiction.
(CU1): Consider elements J1 and J2 of Bic(T ) which cover J1˚ and J2˚ , respectively. Notice thatpJ1qc and pJ2qc are meet-irreducibles of BicpT q which are covered by pJ1˚qc and pJ2˚qc, respectively.
If rλpJ1˚ , J1q “ rλpJ2˚ , J2q and we denote this label by sD, then rλppJ1qc, pJ1˚qcq “ rλppJ2qc, pJ2˚qcq
and the common label is sD1 where D XD1 “ H. This contradicts property (CU1). 
We conclude this section by classifying the join- and meet-irreducible biclosed sets. We do this
by choosing a label sD P ST and constructing the minimal biclosed set B where rλÓpBq “ tsDu
and by constructing the maximal biclosed set where rλÒpBq “ tsDu.
Given sD P ST , define
JpsDq :“ tsu \D \
ď
tPD
Sptq
where Sptq “ Spt,Dq Ă SegpT q is defined to be the set of all splits s1 of t satisfying the following:
i) segment s1 is not a split of s, and
ii) segment s1 is not composable with any segment in D.
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tD2sD1
tD2 sD1
B1 B2
B
B1 ∨B2
tD2sD1
tD2 sD1
(s ◦ t)Dunionsq{s} (s ◦ t)Dunionsq{t}
B1
B1 unionsq {s ◦ t}
B2
B2 unionsq {s ◦ t}
Figure 5. The two forms of the interval rB,B1 _ B2s of BicpT q. The labels on
the covering relations as defined by the labeling rλ : CovpBicpT qq Ñ ST are in blue.
The set D1 (resp., D2) consists of all splits of s (resp., t) belonging to B. Similarly,
the set D consists of all splits of s ˝ t that belong to B.
Example 3.5. We give an example of a set JpsDq in Figure 4. Here we have that
s “ r9, 8s
D “ tr9, 2s, r9, 4s, r6, 8s, r3, 8s, r7, 8su
Spr9, 2sq “ tr6, 2su
Spr9, 4sq “ tr6, 4s, r3, 4su
Spr6, 8sq “ tr6, 2s, r6, 4su
Spr3, 8sq “ tr3, 4su
Spr7, 8sq “ H.
Lemma 3.6. The set JpsDq is biclosed. In fact, no two elements of JpsDq are composable.
Proof. We show that JpsDq is closed by showing that no two elements are composable. For any
element t P D, no two elements of tsu \ D \ Sptq are composable. Thus it is enough to show
that given t1, t2 P D, any two segments s1 P Spt1q and s2 P Spt2q are not composable.
Suppose that t1 and t2 do not agree along a segment. If s1 and s2 are composable, then so
are t1 and t2. This contradicts the definition of D.
Now suppose that t1 and t2 agree along a segment. If s1 and s2 are composable, the definition
of D implies that there exists d P D where either s1 and d are composable or s2 and d are
composable. This contradicts the definition of Spt1q or that of Spt2q. We conclude that JpsDq is
closed.
Next, we show that JpsDq is coclosed by showing that given any element s1 P JpsDq and any
break ts1, s2u of s, one has s1 P JpsDq or s2 P JpsDq. It is enough to show that this is true for
elements of JpsDqztsu.
Assume s1 P D and s1 “ s1 ˝ s2 where s1 is not a split of s. Since s1 P D, the definition
of D implies that there is no split of s that belongs to D and is composable with s1. Thus
either s2 P D or no element of D is composable with s1. Therefore, either s2 P D Ă JpsDq or
s1 P Sps1,Dq Ă JpsDq.
Next, assume that s1 P Spt1q for some t1 P D and s1 “ s1 ˝ s2 where s1 is not a split of t1. This
implies that either s2 P JpsDqzptsu \ Dq or s2 R JpsDq. We therefore assume s2 R JpsDq. This
implies that s2 R Spt1q so there exists t2 P D such that s2 ˝ t2 P SegpT q. It follows that exactly
one of the following holds:
‚ segments s1 and t2 have no common vertices, or
‚ segment s1 is a split of t2.
The former case is impossible because t1 P D and s “ t1 ˝ t2.
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We show that s1 P Spt2q. Suppose there exists t P D such that s1 and t are composable.
Either segments t and t2 are composable or segments t and s1 are composable. Since t2 P D and
s1 P Spt1q, we obtain a contradiction. Thus JpsDq is coclosed. 
Proposition 3.7. The set JpsDq satisfies rλÓpJpsDqq “ tsDu. Moreover, any biclosed set B with
sD P rλÓpBq satisfies JpsDq ď B, and the reverse containment holds if and only if rλÓpBq “ tsDu.
Consequently, the set map J : ST Ñ JIpBicpT qq is a bijection.
Proof. By Lemma 3.6, JpsDqztsu is biclosed so sD P rλÓpJpsDqq. Also, the set JpsDqzttu is not
coclosed for any t ‰ s so rλÓpJpsDqq “ tsDu. Thus JpsDq P JIpBicpT qq.
Let B P BicpT q be such that sD P rλÓpBq. This implies that tsu \D Ă B.
Now let s1 P Sptq for some t P D and suppose that s1 R B. Since B P BicpT q, there exists
s11 P B such that t “ s1 ˝ s11. Observe that s11 R D, but s11 is a split of s. This means that the set
of splits of s that belong to B is strictly larger than D. This contradicts that sD P rλÓpBq. We
conclude that JpsDq ď B.
The remaining assertions now follow from Lemma 2.3. 
Next, we classify the meet-irreducible biclosed sets. Given sD P ST , define
MpsDq :“ JpsDqztsu \ tt P SegpT q : t Ę su \
ď
tPD
Rptq
where Rptq “ Rpt,Dq Ă SegpT q is defined to be the set of all splits s1 of t satisfying the following:
i) segment s1 is not a split of s, and
ii) segment s1 is composable with some element of D.
Observe that if s1 P Rptq for some t P D, then there is necessarily a unique element t1 P D where
t1 Ď t, t1 is composable with s1, and s1 ˝ t1 “ t.
Proposition 3.8. The set MpsDq satisfies rλÒpMpsDqq “ tsDu. Moreover, any biclosed set B with
sD P rλÒpBq satisfies B ďMpsDq, and the reverse containment holds if and only if rλÒpBq “ tsDu.
Consequently, the set map M : ST Ñ MIpBicpT qq is a bijection.
Proof. We show that JpsD1qc “MpsDq where t1 P D1 if and only if s “ t˝t1 for some t P D. Observe
that rλÒpJpsD1qcq “ tsDu. By Remark 2.8, the remaining assertions may then be concluded from
Proposition 3.7.
Let t1 P JpsD1qc and we show that t1 P MpsDq. By the defintition of JpsD1q, it is enough to
assume that t1 Ď s and that t1 is not a split of s.
We first show that t1 is a split of some segment t P D. Suppose t1 is not a split of any segment
in D. Then there exists t2, t3 P D such that t2 ˝ t1, t1 ˝ t3 P JpsD1qc, and both of t2 ˝ t1 and t1 ˝ t3
are splits of s. This shows that the set of splits of s belonging to JpsD1qc is strictly larger than
D. This contradicts that rλÒpJpsD1qcq “ tsDu.
Now let t P D be such that t1 is a split of t. If there exists t11 P D1 such that t1 is a split of t11,
then there exists t2 P D such that s “ t11 ˝ t2 and t1 is composable with t2. Thus t1 P Rpt,Dq. If
no such segment t11 P D1 exists, then t1 P JpsDqztsu. In either case, t1 PMpsDq.
Conversely, assume that t1 PMpsDq. It is clear that JpsDqztsu\tt P SegpT q : t Ę su Ă JpsD1qc
so we assume that t1 P Rpt,Dq for some t P D. Let t2 P D be the unique split of s that
is composable with t1. Now note that there is a unique split t
1
2 P D1 with the property that
t12 ˝ t2 “ s and t1 is a split of t12.
We claim that t1 R Spt12,D1q. To see this, observe that since t P D, the unique segment t1 with
property that t1 ˝ t “ s belongs to D1. Moreover, t1 and t1 are composable since t1 is a split of t.
Since t1 R Spt12,D1q, we have that t1 P JpsD1qc. 
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s1
s2
s3
J(s2∅)J((s
1 ◦ s2){s1}) J((s2 ◦ s3){s2})
J((s1 ◦ s2){s2}) J((s2 ◦ s3){s3})J(s3∅) J(s1∅)
Figure 6. A tree T and the canonical join complex ∆CJpBicpT qq. The shortest
segments of T are labeled s1, s2, and s3.
4. Canonical join complex of BicpT q
In this section, we describe the faces of the canonical join complex of BicpT q. In [1, Theorem
1.1], it is shown that the canonical join complex of a finite semidistributive lattice L is a flag
complex. That is, the minimal nonfaces of ∆CJpLq have size two. Thus, it is enough to classify
the pairs of elements of JIpBicpT qq that join canonically.
Theorem 4.1. A collection tJps1D1q, . . . , JpskDkqu Ă JIpBicpT qq is a face of ∆CJpBicpT qq if and
only if labels siDi and s
j
Dj satisfy the following:
1) segments si and sj are distinct,
2) neither si nor sj is expressible as a composition of at least two segments in JpsiDiqYJpsjDjq,
and
3) neither JpsiDiq ď JpsjDjq nor JpsjDjq ď JpsiDiq.
for any distinct i, j P t1, . . . , ku.
Example 4.2. Let T be the tree shown in Figure 6. In this same figure, we show the canonical
join complex of the biclosed sets of T . Each join-irreducible of BicpT q is written next to its
corresponding vertex of ∆CJpBicpT qq.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let tJps1D1q, . . . , JpskDkqu Ă JIpBicpT qq where there exists distinct i, j P
t1, . . . , ku such that siDi and sjDj do not satisfy all of the stated properties. If si “ sj, then
Lemma 4.4 implies that there does not exist B P BicpT q such that si, sj P λÓpBq. Therefore,
there does not exist B P BicpT q such that siD, sjD1 P rλÓpBq for any subsets D,D1 Ă SegpT q. Now
by Lemma 2.4, we have that JpsiDiq _ JpsjDjq is not a canonical join representation.
Next, without loss of generality, suppose that si may be expressed as a composition of at
least two segments in JpsiDiq Y JpsjDjq. Then Lemma 4.5 implies that JpsiDiq _ JpsjDjq is not a
canonical join representation. By [1, Theorem 1.1], we obtain that tJps1D1q, . . . , JpskDkqu is not a
face of ∆CJpBicpT qq.
Lastly, suppose that, without loss of generality, JpsiDiq ď JpsjDjq. This implies that JpsiDiq _
JpsjDjq “ JpsjDjq and so the expression JpsiDiq_JpsjDjq is not an irredundant join representation.
Conversely, suppose tJps1D1q, . . . , JpskDkqu Ă JIpBicpT qq and that any pair of distinct labels
siDi and s
j
Dj satisfy all of the stated properties. Then Lemma 4.6 implies that JpsiDiq _ JpsjDjq is
a canonical join representation for any distinct i, j P t1, . . . , ku. Now, using [1, Theorem 1.1], we
have that
Žk
i“1 JpsiDiq is a canonical join representation. Thus tJps1D1q, . . . , JpskDkqu Ă JIpBicpT qq
is a face of ∆CJpBicpT qq. 
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The rest of this section focuses on proving the lemmas used in the proof of Theorem 4.1. The
next two results will be used in several places in the remainder of the paper, whereas Lemmas 4.5
and 4.6 are only used directly in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Lemma 4.3. Let sD P ST , let t P JpsDq, and let Dptq :“ ts1 P JpsDq : s1 is a split of tu. Then
JptDptqq ď JpsDq. Moreover, JptDptqq consists of subsegments of t that belong to JpsDq.
Proof. By Lemma 3.6, JpsDq is biclosed and no two elements of JpsDq are composable, we see
that for each break ts1, s2u of t exactly one of these splits belongs to JpsDq. This implies that
tDptq P ST .
Now, we show that JptDptqq ď JpsDq. Clearly, ttu \ Dptq Ă JpsDq. Now consider Sps1,Dptqq
for some s1 P Dptq. Either s1 P D or s1 P Spt,Dq so it suffices to assume the latter.
Let t1 P Sps1,Dptqq. Now write s1 “ t1 ˝ s3, t “ s1 ˝ t1 ˝ s3, and s “ s4 ˝ s1 ˝ t1 ˝ s3 ˝ s2 for some
s1, s2, s3, s4 P SegpT q. Since s1 P Spt,Dq, we know that s4 ˝ s1 and s2, which are splits of s, do
not belong to D. This means that s1 ˝ s2 P D. Since t1 P Sps1,Dptqq, we also know that s1 and
s3, which are splits of t, do not belong to Dptq. This implies that t1 P Sps1 ˝ s2,Dq Ă JpsDq.
Lastly, let t1 P JpsDq where t1 Ď t. We can assume that t1 is not a split of t. Now write
s “ t11 ˝ t1 ˝ t12 for some t11, t12 P SegpT q. Since t1 P JpsDq it is not composable with any element of
JpsDq, we know that t11, t12 R D. This implies that t11˝t1, t1˝t12 P D and t1 P Spt11˝t1,DqXSpt1˝t12,Dq.
Now write t11 “ t1 ˝ s1 and t12 “ s2 ˝ t2 where s1 and s2 are splits of t. As t1 is not composable
with any element of JpsDq, we know that s1, s2 R JpsDq. Thus s1 ˝ t1, t1 ˝ s2 P Dptq. It follows that
t1 P Sps1 ˝ t1,Dptqq X Spt1 ˝ s2,Dptqq Ă JptDptqq. This completes the proof. 
Lemma 4.4. Given a biclosed set B P BicpT q and distinct covering relations pB1, Bq, pB2, Bq P
CovpBicpT qq, the segment s1 “ λpB1, Bq is not a split of s2 “ λpB2, Bq and s1 ‰ s2.
Proof. Since B1 ‰ B2, it is clear that s1 ‰ s2.
Next, suppose for the sake of contradiction s1 “ λpB1, Bq is a split of s2 “ λpB2, Bq. Then
B1 “ Bzts1u and B2 “ Bzts2u. Now let t P SegpT q denote the segment satisfying s1 ˝ t “ s2.
Observe that since s1 R B1, we have t P B1. This implies that t P B and so t P B2. However, this
means that s1, t P B2, but s2 “ s1 ˝ t R B2, which contradicts that B2 is closed. 
Lemma 4.5. Given sD, s1D1 P ST . Assume that there exists t1, . . . , tk P JpsDqYJps1D1q with k ě 2
such that s “ t1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ tk. Then JpsDq _ Jps1D1q is not a canonical join representation.
Proof. We can assume that s ‰ s1, s1 is not a split of s, and s is not a split of s1, otherwise we
obtain the desired result from Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 2.4.
Assume s “ t1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ tk with k ě 2 for some t1, . . . , tk P JpsDq Y Jps1D1q. We assume that
segment t1 as long as possible with the property that t1 is not expressible as a composition of at
least two elements of JpsDq Y Jps1D1q. Inductively, by choosing t1, . . . , ti in this way, we can then
choose ti`1 as long as possible with the property that ti`1 is not expressible as a composition of at
least two elements of JpsDqYJps1D1q. Now since no two elements of JpsDq are composable and no
two elements of Jps1D1q are composable, without loss of generality, we have that t1, t3, . . . P JpsDq
and t2, t4, . . . P Jps1D1q.
To complete the proof, it is enough to show that
Jpt1Dpt1qq _ Jpt3Dpt3qq _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ Jps1D1q “ JpsDq _ Jps1D1q
as the former is a refinement of the latter. By Lemma 4.3, we see that the set on the left-hand
side is contained in JpsDq _ Jps1D1q. Moreover, if t P JpsDq _ Jps1D1q satisfies t Ď ti for some
i “ 1, . . . , k, then t belongs to Jpt1Dpt1qq _ Jpt3Dpt3qq _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ Jps1D1q. This means that to prove the
opposite containment, we must show that t P Jpt1Dpt1qq _ Jpt3Dpt3qq _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ Jps1D1q when one of the
following holds:
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1) t “ t1 ˝ t2 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ tj´1 ˝ t1j for some t1j P JpsDq Y Jps1D1q,
2) t “ t1i ˝ ti`1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ tk´1 ˝ tk for some t1i P JpsDq Y Jps1D1q, or
3) t “ t1i ˝ ti`1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ tj´1 ˝ t1j for some t1j, t1i P JpsDq Y Jps1D1q.
We verify Case 2), and the proof of Case 1) and 3) is similar to that of Case 2).
Case 2): We show that t1i P JptiDptiqq. Suppose t1i R JptiDptiqq. Since t1i is a split of ti, we may
write t2i ˝ t1i “ ti for some t2i P SegpT q. As t1i does not belong to JptiDptiqq, we know that t2i P Dptiq.
We also know t1i P JpsDqYJps1D1q and so the expression ti “ t2i ˝t1i contradicts our choice of ti. 
Lemma 4.6. Let sD, s1D1 P ST be labels with the following properties:
1) segments s and s1 are distinct,
2) neither s nor s1 is expressible as a composition of at least two segments in JpsDqYJps1D1q,
and
3) neither JpsiDiq ď JpsjDjq nor JpsjDjq ď JpsiDiq.
Then JpsDq _ Jps1D1q is a canonical join representation.
Proof. By the stated properties satisfied by sD and s1D1 , we have that there exist segments t P
JpsDqzJps1D1q and t1 P Jps1D1qzJpsDq. This implies that JpsDq ă JpsDq _ Jps1D1q and Jps1D1q ă
JpsDq _ Jps1D1q. Therefore, the join representation JpsDq _ Jps1D1q is irredundant.
Next, suppose that JpsDq _ Jps1D1q “
Žk
i“1 JptiDiq where the latter is irredundant. We will
show that JpsDq ď JptiDiq for some i “ 1, . . . , k, and one uses the same strategy to prove that
Jps1D1q ď JptjDjq for some j “ 1, . . . , k.
Since s PŽki“1 JptiDiq, there exist tij P JptijDij q with j “ 1, . . . , ` such that s “ ti1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ ti` . By
possibly factoring the segments tij further and by the fact that JpsDq _ Jps1D1q “
Žk
i“1 JptiDiq,
we can assume tij P JpsDq Y Jps1D1q for all j “ 1, . . . , `. As s is not expressible as a composition
of at least two segments from JpsDq Y Jps1D1q, this implies that ` “ 1 and so s P JptiDiq for some
i “ 1, . . . , k.
Now let t P D. We can write s “ t ˝ t1 for some t1 P SegpT q. Suppose t R JptiDiq. Since JptiDiq
is biclosed and s P JptiDiq, we know t1 P JptiDiq. However, by the fact that JpsDq _ Jps1D1q “Žk
i“1 JptiDiq, the equation s “ t ˝ t1 contradicts that s is not expressible as a composition of at
least two segments from JpsDq Y Jps1D1q. Thus t P JptiDiq so D “ tt P JptiDiq : t is a split of su.
We now conclude from Lemma 4.3 that JpsDq ď JptiDiq so JpsDq _ Jps1D1q is a canonical join
representation. 
5. Shard intersection order
In this section, we describe elements of ΨpBicpT qq using our CU-labeling of BicpT q. After
that, we use this description to show that ΨpBicpT qq is a lattice.
5.1. Elements of the shard intersection order. Let B P BicpT q be a biclosed set that covers
exactly the following biclosed sets: B1, B2, . . . , Bk. Let siDi “ rλpBi, Bq for i “ 1, . . . , k and
λÓpBq “ ts1, s2, . . . , sku where si “ λpBi, Bq for i “ 1, . . . , k. Now fix a segment s P λÓpBq
expressed as s “ si1 ˝ si2 ˝ . . . ˝ si` with each sij P λÓpBq. If t P SegpT q is a split of s that can
be expressed as either t “ si1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ sij for some j “ 1, . . . , ` ´ 1 or t “ sij ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ si` for some
j “ 2, . . . , `, we say that t is a faultline split of s. Otherwise, we say that t is a non-faultline
split of t. Additionally, we refer to tsi1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ sij , sij`1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ si`u as a faultine break.
Theorem 5.1. Given a biclosed set B P BicpT q, we have that ψpBq is the set of all labels of the
form
psi1 ˝ si2 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ si`qD
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Figure 7. The trees from Example 5.2.
with sij P λÓpBq where si1 ˝ si2 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ si` is any element of λÓpBq and where D is any set of
segments that satisfies the following properties:
(i) |D| “ |tbreaks of si1 ˝ si2 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ si`u|,
(ii) each segment t P D is a split of si1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ si` ,
(iii) no two distinct splits t1, t2 P D appear in the same break of si1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ si` , and
(iv) whenever t P D is a non-faultline split of si1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ si` , we have that t “ si1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ sij´1 ˝ tj
for some j “ 1, . . . , ` and some tj P Dij or t “ tj ˝ sij`1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ si` for some j “ 1, . . . , `
and some tj P Dij . In the former case if j “ 1, we mean t “ t1, and in the latter case, if
j “ `, we mean t “ t`.
Example 5.2. Let T be the tree on the left in Figure 7, and let T 1 be the tree on the right.
In Figure 8, we show the shard intersection order of BicpT q. The atoms in this lattice are the 9
labels in ST . The presence of a purple segment s indicates that both labels sD and sD1 belong
to the corresponding set ψpBq. This indicates that given B P BicpT q, one has
|ψpBq| “ |tdark red segments in ψpBqu| ` 2|tpurple segments in ψpBqu|.
The shard intersection order of biclosed sets fails to be graded in general, although ΨpBicpT qq
is graded of rank 3. We show that ΨpBicpT 1qq is not graded by producing two maximal chains
of ΨpBicpT 1qq with different lengths. The first maximal chain is as follows:
H
tps1 ˝ s2qts1uutps1 ˝ s2qts1u, ps1 ˝ s4qts1uutps1 ˝ s2qts1ups1 ˝ s4qts1u, ps3 ˝ s4qts3uutps1 ˝ s2qts1u, ps1 ˝ s4qts1u, ps3 ˝ s4qts3u, ps2 ˝ s3qts3uu
ST 1 .
The second maximal chain is as follows:
H
tps1 ˝ s2qts1uutps1 ˝ s2qts1u, s4Hutps1 ˝ s2qts1u, s4H, s2H, s1H, ps1 ˝ s2qts2u, ps1 ˝ s4qts1u, ps1 ˝ s4qts4uu
ST 1 .
That ΨpBicpT qq generally fails to be graded was already observed in [2, Remark 6.12]. The
trees T and T 1 in this example belong to the one parameter family of trees that are completely
determined by the choice of degree on their central vertex. In [2, Conjecture 6.13], the first and
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second authors conjectured that for this one parameter family of trees ΨpBicpT qq is graded if
and only if n is odd.
We use the following lemma in the proof of Theorem 5.1.
Lemma 5.3. Given a biclosed B P BicpT q where B1, . . . , Bk P BicpT q are all of the biclosed sets
covered by B and where sj “ λpBj, Bq for j “ 1, . . . , k, we have that B1 P
”Źk
i“1Bi, B
ı
if and
only if B1 “ pŹki“1Biq \ S 1 where S 1 and ts1, . . . , skuzS 1 are closed subsets of ts1, . . . , sku.
Proof. By [5, Proposition 4.2], it is enough to show that pŹki“1Biq \ tsju is a biclosed set for
any j “ 1, . . . , k. Note that B “ pŹki“1Biq \ ts1, . . . , sku by Lemma 2.12.
To show that pŹki“1Biq\tsju is closed, it is enough to show that if s PŹki“1Bi and segments
s and sj are composable, then s ˝ sj P pŹki“1Biq \ tsju. Since B is closed and B “ pŹki“1Biq \
ts1, . . . , sku, we have that s ˝ sj P B. Therefore, we can assume that s ˝ sj R Źki“1Bi. Write
s˝sj “ si1˝¨ ¨ ¨˝si` where si1 , . . . , si` P ts1, . . . , sku, and we can assume that ` ě 2. By Lemma 4.4,
we see that sj “ si1 or sj “ si` . We conclude that s P ts1, . . . , sku, a contradiction.
Next, we show that ppŹki“1Biq\tsjuqc is closed. Note that ppŹki“1Biq\tsjuqc “ pŽki“1Bci qztsju
by Lemma 2.10. It is clear that if s, t P pŽki“1Bci qztsju are composable, then s ˝ t P pŽki“1Bci q.
Thus, it remains to show that s ˝ t ‰ sj.
Suppose s ˝ t “ sj. If s, t P pŽki“1Bci qzts1, . . . , sku, then since pŽki“1Bci qzts1, . . . , sku is a
closed set, we know that s ˝ t P pŽki“1Bci qzts1, . . . , sku. However, this contradicts that s ˝ t “ sj.
We conclude that s P ts1, . . . , sku or t P ts1, . . . , sku. We assume s P ts1, . . . , sku, without loss of
generality. Write s “ si1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ si` for some si1 , . . . , si` P ts1, . . . , sku. Since s ˝ t “ sj, we have
si1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ si` ˝ t “ sj. This implies that si1 is a split of sj, and this contradicts Lemma 4.4. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We know that the set ψpBq consists of labels of the form psi1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝
si`qD where D is some subset of SegpT q and si1 , . . . , si` P λÓpBq. Since any biclosed set B1 P”Źk
i“1Bi, B
ı
is of the form
Źk
i“1Bi \ S 1 where S 1 is some biclosed subset of ts1, . . . , sku, the
segment si1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ si` may be any element of ts1, . . . , sku. Moreover, we know that any two sets
D and D1 appearing on labels psi1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ si`qD and psi1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ si`qD1 contain the same non-faultline
splits.
It remains to show that given a segment si1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ si` , the subsets D appearing on labelspsi1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ si`qD are exactly those sets of splits of si1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ si` with the properties appearing in
the statement of the theorem.
First, given a label psi1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ si`qD P ψpBq, we show that D has the desired properties. It is
clear from the definition of rλ that D satisfies properties (i), (ii), and (iii). Thus, we proceed by
induction on ` to prove property (iv). Assume that ` “ 1 so we consider labels of the form psi1qD.
Observe that there are no nontrivial faultline splits of si1 so D contains no faultline splits. If
psi1qDi1 is another label appearing on a covering relation in
”Źk
i“1Bi, B
ı
, we have |D| “ |Di1 |.
Thus D “ Di1 .
Next, suppose that for any label psj1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝sj`1 qD1 P ψpBq where sj1 , . . . , sj`1 P tsi1 , . . . , si`u and
`1 ă ` the subset D1 satisfies property (iv). Now consider psi1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ si`qD P ψpBq and let t P D
be a non-faultline split of si1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ si` . Without loss of generality, t “ si1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ sij´1 ˝ tj. Since
tj is a non-faultline split of sij , by induction, tj P Dij .
To prove the converse, it is enough to show that any family F Ă tsi1 , . . . , si`u of `´1 faultline
splits of si1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ si` satisfying the properties in the statement of the theorem belongs to a set
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Figure 8. The shard intersection order ΨpBicpT qq when T is the tree on the left in Figure 7.
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D that appears on some label psi1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ si`qD. Given f “ si1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ sij P F , define
Dpfq :“ tf “ si1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ sij , si2 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ sij , . . . , sij´1 ˝ sij , siju.
The set Dpfq is defined analogously when f “ sij ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ si` . By construction, Dpfq and
tsi1 , . . . , si`uzDpfq are closed subsets of tsi1 , . . . , si`u.
Now observe that
Ť
fPF Dpfq and tsi1 , . . . , si`uz
Ť
fPF Dpfq are closed subsets of tsi1 , . . . , si`u.
This implies that
Ť
fPF Dpfq \
Źk
i“1Bi P
”Źk
i“1Bi, B
ı
is a biclosed set. Moreover, the only
(necessarily) faultline splits of si1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ si` in
Ť
fPF Dpfq are the elements of F . Thus, setting
B1 :“ ŤfPF Dpfq \ Źki“1Bi and B2 :“ B1 \ tsi1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ si`u, we obtain that rλpB1, B2q “
psi1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ si`qF\N where N is the set of non-faultline splits of si1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ si` that appears in every
label of the form psi1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ si`qD. 
As a consequence of Theorem 5.1, we now show that the segment s appearing in a label
sD P ψpBq may be expressed in a unique way as a composition of segments in ts1, . . . , sku.
Lemma 5.4. Given B P BicpT q and any sD P ψpBq, there is a unique way to express s as a
composition of some subset of the segments si :“ λpBi, Bq with i “ 1, . . . , k where B1, . . . , Bk
are all of the biclosed sets covered by B. In particular, for any sD, tD1 P ψpBq where s “ t ˝ t1,
we have that t1D2 P ψpBq for some D2 Ă SegpT q.
Proof. We know from Theorem 5.1 that s may be expressed as a composition of the elements si :“
λpBi, Bq. Now suppose s “ si1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ sil and s “ sj1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ sjm for some si1 , . . . , si1 , sj1 , . . . , sjm Pts1, . . . , sku. If sil Ď sjm , then sjm “ sil ˝ t1 for some segment t1 P SegpT q. However, such an
equation contradicts Lemma 4.4. The analogous argument shows sjm is not properly contained
in sil . We conclude that sjm “ sil . By repeating this argument and removing pairs of equal
segments sjn “ sir with n ď m and r ď l, we either obtain an equation sj1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ sjn´1 “ si1 or
sj1 “ si1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ sim´1 . In either case, we reach a contradiction. 
Remark 5.5. As is mentioned in the proof of Theorem 5.1, given any two labels sD, sD1 P ψpBq,
the sets D and D1 contain exactly the same non-faultline splits of s. In addition, for any biclosed
set B P BicpT q, the set rλÓpBq consists of exactly the elements sD P ψpBq with the property that
there does not exist s1D1 P ψpBq where s “ s1 ˝ t1 for some t1 P SegpT q.
5.2. Lattice structure of the shard intersection order. Let ψpBq, ψpB1q P ΨpBicpT qq and
let B1, . . . , Bk P BicpT q (resp., B11, . . . , B1l P BicpT q) be all of the biclosed sets covered by B
(resp., B1). As in the previous section, set sj :“ λpBj, Bq for j “ 1, . . . , k and tj :“ λpB1j, B1q for
j “ 1, . . . , l. Consider ψpBq XψpB1q, and let SegpψpBq XψpB1qq denote the set of segments that
appear in some label in the set ψpBq X ψpB1q.
We will prove that ΨpBicpT qq is a lattice by showing that ψpBq X ψpB1q is the meet of ψpBq
and ψpB1q. This also shows that ΨpBicpT qq is a meet-subsemilattice of the Boolean lattice on
the elements of ST . We first use Lemma 5.4 and Remark 5.5 to make the following important
observation.
Lemma 5.6. If sD, s1D1 P ψpBq X ψpB1q with s “ s1 ˝ t2 for some t2 P SegpT q, then there exists
D2 Ă SegpT q such that t2D2 P ψpBq X ψpB1q.
Proof. By Lemma 5.4, we know that there exists D1,D2 Ă SegpT q such that t2D1 P ψpBq and
t2D2 P ψpB1q. By Remark 5.5, this implies that s1 and t2 are faultline splits of s “ si1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ sin
and s “ tj1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ tjm .
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Now define
D2 :“
"
t˚ : if t˚ P D and t˚ is a proper subsegment of t2,
t˚ : if s1 ˝ t˚ P D where t˚ is a split of t2.
The splits in D2 satisfy the properties in the statement of Theorem 5.1 with respect to both
ψpBq and ψpB1q, since the splits in D satisfy these. Thus t2D2 P ψpBq X ψpB1q. 
To show that ψpBq X ψpB1q P ΨpBicpT qq we must construct a biclosed set B2 that satisfies
ψpB2q “ ψpBq X ψpB1q. With this goal in mind, we let tspiqDpiqu`i“1 denote the elements of ψpBq X
ψpB1q where spiq appears in exactly one label in ψpBqXψpB1q. If such a collection of labels exists,
it is unique. We prove that such a collection exists in the following lemma. After that, we work
toward showing that ψ
´Ž`
i“1 JpspiqDpiqq
¯
“ ψpBq X ψpB1q, which is the content of Lemma 5.12.
Lemma 5.7. The collection of elements tspiqDpiqu`i“1 Ă ψpBq X ψpB1q is nonempty. In particular,
the segments sp1q, . . . , sp`q are pairwise distinct.
Proof. Suppose that any segment in SegpψpBq XψpB1qq belongs to at least two labels of ψpBq X
ψpB1q. Let sD and sD1 be minimal elements of the subposet ψpBq X ψpB1q of ST . Since D ‰ D1,
there exists t P D and t1 P D1 such that s “ t˝t1. From Remark 5.5, segments t and t1 are faultline
splits of s in terms of its expression as a composition of segments in ts1, . . . , sku. Segments t
and t1 are also faultline splits of s in terms of its expression as a composition of segments in
tt1, . . . , tlu. In particular, t, t1 P ts1, . . . , sku X tt1, . . . , tlu.
We now show that tDptq P ψpBq X ψpB1q where Dptq :“ ts1 P JpsDq : s1 is a split of tu. This
contradicts that sD is a minimal element of the subposet ψpBq X ψpB1q and therefore completes
the proof. We show that tDptq P ψpBq and an analogous argument shows that tDptq P ψpB1q so we
omit the latter.
First, consider the biclosed sets
B1 :“
¨˝
kľ
i“1
Bi‚˛_ pJpsDqztsuq, B2 :“
¨˝
kľ
i“1
Bi‚˛_ pJptDptqqzttuq P
»– kľ
i“1
Bi, B
fifl .
We know that B2 P
”Źk
i“1Bi, B
ı
since JptDptqqzttu ă JpsDqztsu by Lemma 4.3. Note that t R B2
since t P ts1, . . . , skuXtt1, . . . , tlu. We show that rλpB2, B2\ttuq “ tDptq by showing that B2\ttu
is biclosed. From this it follows that tDptq P ψpBq.
By construction, B2 \ ttu is coclosed. Since B2 is closed, we show that B2 \ ttu is closed by
showing that, without loss of generality, for any t1 PŹki“1Bi that is composable with t, we have
t ˝ t1 PŹki“1Bi. We know that t, t1 P B so t ˝ t1 P B.
Now, suppose that t ˝ t1 P ts1, . . . , sku. This means there exists D˚ Ă SegpT q such that
pt ˝ t1qD˚ P ψpBq. By Lemma 5.4, we know that there is a unique way to express t, and t ˝ t1 as
a composition of elements of ts1, . . . , sku. It follows that t1 P ts1, . . . , sku, but this contradicts
that t1 PŹki“1Bi. 
The following proposition is a crucial step in proving the lattice property of ΨpBicpT qq. The
reader should compare the statement with the characterization of elements of rλÓpBq in Re-
mark 5.5.
Proposition 5.8. The labels tspiqDpiqu`i“1 are precisely the elements sD P ψpBq X ψpB1q with the
property that there does not exist s1D1 P ψpBq X ψpB1q where s “ s1 ˝ t1 for some t1 P SegpT q.
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Proof. Suppose there exists a label s1D1 P ψpBqXψpB1q such that spiq “ s1˝t1 for some t1 P SegpT q.
By Lemma 5.6, there exists D2 Ă SegpT q such that t1D2 P ψpBq X ψpB1q. By Remark 5.5, s1 and
t1 are faultline splits of spiq regardless of whether this segment is expressed in terms of s1, . . . , sk
or t1, . . . , tl. Without loss of generality, we assume that s
1 P Dpiq. Thus spiqDpiq , spiqpDpiqzts1uq\tt1u P
ψpBq X ψpB1q. However, this contradicts the definition of spiqDpiq .
Let sD P ψpBq X ψpB1q be a label with the stated property. Suppose there are two distinct
labels sD, sD1 P ψpBq X ψpB1q. Then there exist t P D and t1 P D1 such that s “ t ˝ t1.
We claim that tDptq, t1D1pt1q P ψpBq X ψpB1q where Dptq :“ ts1 P JpsDq : s1 is a split of tu and
D1pt1q :“ ts1 P JpsD1q : s1 is a split of t1u. This claim contradicts that sD has the property in the
statement of the lemma. Thus s appears in exactly one label in ψpBqXψpB1q. Therefore, s “ spiq
and D “ Dpiq for some i “ 1, . . . , `.
One proves our claim by adapting the proof of Lemma 5.7. 
Lemma 5.9. SegpψpBq X ψpB1qq “ tsp1q, . . . , sp`qu.
Proof. To show that tsp1q, . . . , sp`qu Ă SegpψpBqXψpB1qq, it is enough to show that the composi-
tion of any two composable segments spiq and spjq belongs to SegpψpBq X ψpB1qq. We know that
spiq ˝ spjq P ts1, . . . , sku X tt1, . . . , tlu since this is true for spiq and spjq. Now from the description
of ψpBq and ψpB1q obtained in Theorem 5.1, we see that spiq ˝ spjq P SegpψpBq X ψpB1qq.
To prove the opposite containment, let s P SegpψpBqXψpB1qq, and assume that any segment in
SegpψpBqXψpB1qq that is shorter than s belongs to tsp1q, . . . , sp`qu. Since s P SegpψpBqXψpB1qq,
there exists D Ă SegpT q such that sD P ψpBq X ψpB1q.
We can further assume that s ‰ spiq for any i “ 1, . . . , `. By Proposition 5.8, this implies that
there exists s1D1 P ψpBq X ψpB1q where s “ s1 ˝ t2 for some t2 P SegpT q. By Lemma 5.6, there
exists D2 Ă SegpT q such that t2D2 P ψpBq X ψpB1q. Since s1 and t2 are both shorter than s, we
have that s1, t2 P tsp1q, . . . , sp`qu so s “ s1 ˝ t2 P tsp1q, . . . , sp`qu. 
Lemma 5.10. The expression
Ž`
i“1 JpspiqDpiqq is a canonical join representation.
Proof. By Theorem 4.1, it is enough to show that for any s
piq
Dpiq , s
pjq
Dpjq P ψpBqXψpB1q with i ‰ j the
expression JpspiqDpiqq _ JpspjqDpjqq is a canonical join representation. It follows from Lemma 5.7 that
spiq ‰ spjq so we need to show that spiqDpiq and spjqDpjq satisfy properties 2) and 3) from Theorem 4.1.
First, we show s
piq
Dpiq and s
pjq
Dpjq satisfy property 2) by showing that, without loss of generality,
spiq is not expressible as a composition of at least two segments from JpspiqDpiqqYJpspjqDpjqq. Suppose
we can write spiq “ t1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ tr where t1, . . . , tr P JpspiqDpiqq Y JpspjqDpjqq with r ě 2. Clearly,
t1, t2 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ tr P JpspiqDpiqq _ JpspjqDpjqq.
We also know that JpspiqDpiqq _ JpspjqDpjqq ď B and JpspiqDpiqq _ JpspjqDpjqq ď B1. To see this, note that
s
piq
Dpiq , s
pjq
Dpjq P ψpBq implies that there exists pB1, B2q, pB3, B4q P Covpr
Źk
i“1, Bi, Bsq such thatrλpB1, B2q “ spiqDpiq and rλpB3, B4q “ spjqDpjq . By Proposition 3.7, we have that JpspiqDpiqq ď B2 and
JpspjqDpjqq ď B4. Thus JpspiqDpiqq _ JpspjqDpjqq ď B. The proof that JpspiqDpiqq _ JpspjqDpjqq ď B1 is similar.
By Remark 5.5, we obtain that t1 and t2 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ tr are faultline splits of spiq “ si1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ sin and
spiq “ tj1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ tjm . Therefore, t1, t2 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ tr P SegpψpBq X ψpB1qq. We can assume, without loss
of generality, that t1 P Dpiq. We obtain that spiqDpiq , spiqpDpiqztt1uq\tt2˝¨¨¨˝tru P ψpBq X ψpB1q. However,
this contradicts that spiq is a segment in exactly one label in ψpBq X ψpB1q.
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Lastly, we show s
piq
Dpiq and s
pjq
Dpjq satisfy property 3). Assume that we have s
piq Ď spjq. Write
spjq “ si1 ˝¨ ¨ ¨˝sin for some si1 , . . . , sin P ts1, . . . , sku and spjq “ tj1 ˝¨ ¨ ¨˝tjm for some tj1 , . . . , tjm P
tt1, . . . , tlu. One checks that there are the following three cases describing how spiq may be
expressed in terms of si1 , . . . , sin and tj1 , . . . , tjm :
i) spiq “ si` ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ si`1 and spiq “ tr ˝ tjr`1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ tjr1´1 ˝ tr
1
,
ii) spiq “ tjr ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ tjr1 and spiq “ t` ˝ si``1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ si`1´1 ˝ t`
1
,
iii) spiq “ t` ˝ si``1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ si`1´1 ˝ t`
1
and spiq “ tr ˝ tjr`1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ tjr1´1 ˝ tr
1
.
In these cases, tr is a split of tjr , t
r1 is a split of tjr1 , t
` is a split of si` , and t
`1 is a split of si`1 .
In the degenerate case when r “ r1 (resp., ` “ `1), we mean that spiq is proper subsegment of tjr
(resp., si`) that is not a split of tjr (resp., si`).
Now write spiq Ď si` ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ si`1 with `1 ´ ` as small as possible. We can assume without loss of
generality that we are in case ii) or iii). This means we can express spiq in terms of ts1, . . . , sku as
spiq “ sk1 ˝¨ ¨ ¨˝skr where sk1 is not a split of si` or si`1 and no segment in tsi` , . . . , si`1u is a split of
sk1 . Similarly, segment skr will have these same properties. It follows that sk1 , skr R tsi1 , . . . , sinu.
We claim that tsi1 , . . . , sinu X tsk1 , . . . , skru “ H. If this were not true, then from the prop-
erties of sk1 and skr , there must exist skj P tsk1 , . . . , skru that is either a split of an element
in tsi` , . . . , si`1u or an element of this set is a split of skj . The existence of such an element
contradicts Lemma 4.4.
We obtain that JpskjDkj q ­ď
Žn
r“1 JpsirDir q for any skj P tsk1 , . . . , skru. If this containment did
hold, then
Žk
i“1 JpsiDiq would not be an irredundant join representation. This would contradict
that
Žk
i“1 JpsiDiq is a canonical join representation.
Next, by Lemma 5.11, there exists sk˚ P tsk1 , . . . , skru such that sk˚ P JpspiqDpiqq. Observe
that Jpsk˚Dk˚ q ď JpspiqDpiqq by Lemma 4.3. This implies that JpspiqDpiqq ­ď
Žn
r“1 JpsirDir q. Since
JpspjqDpjqq ď
Žn
r“1 JpsirDir q, we see that Jps
piq
Dpiqq ­ď JpspjqDpjqq.
Since spiq Ď spjq, it must be a proper subsegment of spjq, and it is not a split of spjq. Thus
JpspjqDpjqq ­ď JpspiqDpiqq, since spjq R JpspiqDpiqq. We obtain that spiqDpiq and spjqDpjq satisfy property 3). We
conclude that the expression JpspiqDpiqq _ JpspjqDpjqq is a canonical join representation. 
Lemma 5.11. If JpsDq P JIpBicpT qq and s “ sk1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ skr , then there exists sk˚ P tsk1 , . . . , skru
such that sk˚ P JpsDq.
Proof. If skr R JpsDq, then sk1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ skr´1 P JpsDq. By Lemma 4.3, we have that
Jppsk1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ skr´1qDpsk1˝¨¨¨˝skr´1 qq ď JpsDq
where Dpsk1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ skr´1q “ ts1 P JpsDq : s1 is a split of sk1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ skr´1u. If skr´1 R JpsDq, then
skr´1 R Jppsk1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ skr´1qDpsk1˝¨¨¨˝skr´1 qq so sk1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ skr´2 P Jppsk1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ skr´1qDpsk1˝¨¨¨˝skr´1 qq. Now
by Lemma 4.3, we have that
Jppsk1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ skr´2qDpsk1˝¨¨¨˝skr´2 qq ď JpsDq
whereDpsk1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ skr´2q “ ts1 P JpsDq : s1 is a split of sk1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ skr´2u. Continuing this process,
we obtain that there exists sk˚ P JpsDq. 
Lemma 5.12. We have that ψ
´Ž`
i“1 JpspiqDpiqq
¯
“ ψpBq X ψpB1q.
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Proof. By Lemma 5.10, we know that rλÓ ´Ž`i“1 JpspiqDpiqq¯ “ tspiqDpiqu`i“1. Thus, by Theorem 5.1,
any element of ψ
´Ž`
i“1 JpspiqDpiqq
¯
is of the form pspi1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ spirqqD for some i1, . . . , ir P t1, . . . , `u.
From Lemma 5.9, we know that spi1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ spirq P SegpψpBq X ψpB1qq.
We now show that pspi1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ spirqqD P ψpBqXψpB1q. We show pspi1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ spirqqD P ψpBq and
the analogous argument shows that pspi1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ spirqqD P ψpB1q. Consider the biclosed set
B˚ :“
¨˝
kľ
i“1
Bi‚˛_ ´Jppspi1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ spirqqDqztspi1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ spirqu¯ .
Clearly,
Źk
i“1Bi ď B˚ and B˚ ă B as spi1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ spirq P BzB˚.
If we assume that B˚\tspi1q˝¨ ¨ ¨˝spirqu is biclosed, we obtain that rλpB˚, B˚\tspi1q˝¨ ¨ ¨˝spirquq “
pspi1q˝¨ ¨ ¨˝spirqqD and B˚\tspi1q˝¨ ¨ ¨˝spirqu ď B. From this it follows that pspi1q˝¨ ¨ ¨˝spirqqD P ψpBq.
One shows that B˚ \ tspi1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ spirqu is biclosed by adapting the argument that we used in
Lemma 5.7.
Conversely, suppose pspi1q˝¨ ¨ ¨˝spirqqD P ψpBqXψpB1q where this label can be expressed this way
by Lemma 5.9. By Theorem 5.1, we know that there exist labels rλpB1, B2q P ψ ´Ž`i“1 JpspiqDpiqq¯
such that λpB1, B2q “ spi1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ spirq. Thus it is enough to show that D satisfies the properties
appearing in the statement of Theorem 5.1 with respect to the labels tspiqDpiqu`i“1. In fact, it is
enough to check that the non-faultline splits of D satisfy (iv) in the statement of Theorem 5.1.
If r “ 1, the label under consideration is spi1qDpi1q and the result follows.
Now suppose that spi1q ˝¨ ¨ ¨˝spij´1q ˝tpijq P D is a non-faultline split of spi1q ˝¨ ¨ ¨˝spirq where tpijq
is a split of spijq. We assume that the result holds for labels pspj1q˝¨ ¨ ¨˝spjr1 qqD P ψpBqXψpB1q with
r1 ă r. Using the approach in the proof of Lemma 5.6, we have that the label pspijq˝¨ ¨ ¨˝spirqqD2 P
ψpBq X ψpB1q where
D2 :“
#
t˚ : if t˚ P D and t˚ is a proper subsegment of spijq ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ spirq,
t˚ : if spi1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ spij´1q ˝ t˚ P D where t˚ is a split of spijq ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ spirq.
We observe that tpijq P D2. By induction, tpijq P Dpijq. We conclude that pspi1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ spirqqD P
ψ
´Ž`
i“1 JpspiqDpiqq
¯
. 
Theorem 5.13. The shard intersection order ΨpBicpT qq is a lattice.
Proof. The shard intersection order ΨpBicpT qq is finite. So, to prove that it is a lattice, we
show that it has a unique maximal element and that for any ψpBq, ψpB1q P ΨpBicpT qq one has
ψpBq X ψpB1q P ΨpBicpT qq. The latter is a consequence of Lemma 5.12.
Next, the shard intersection order of BicpT q has a unique maximal element. The set SegpT q
is the top element of BicpT q, and the coatoms of BicpT q are the sets of the form SegpT qztra, bsu
where a and b are interior vertices connected by an edge of T. Thus the meet of all coatoms of
BicpT q is the empty set. Now, using the definition of ΨpBicpT qq and Proposition 3.7, we see that
ψpSegpT qq “ rλpCovpBicpT qqq “ ST . This implies that ψpSegpT qq is the unique maximal element
of ΨpBicpT qq. 
Remark 5.14. Theorem 5.13 was originally conjectured by the first and second author in [2,
Conjecture 6.3].
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Remark 5.15. It is an open problem in [7, Problem 9.5] to determine which congruence-uniform
lattices L have the property that ΨpLq is a lattice. Theorem 5.13 provides many new examples
of congruence-uniform lattices with this property.
Remark 5.16. In the very recent preprint [11, Theorem 1.1], Mu¨hle showed that a congruence-
uniform lattice L must be spherical if its shard intersection order ΨpLq is a lattice. That is, the
Mo¨bius function on L, denoted µLp´,´q, must satisfy µp0ˆ, 1ˆq ‰ 0 if ΨpLq is a lattice.
One shows that BicpT q has this property by first observing thatł
ra,bs an edge of T
tra, bsu “ SegpT q.
Now this implies that µpH, SegpT qq “ p´1q|tedges of T u| where µp´,´q is the Mo¨bius function on
BicpT q.
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